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Introduction

Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) are of high importance for the detecting and monitoring neural damage of the auditory nerve and the auditory brainstem. ABRs are a promising approach for hearing screening and objective assessment of hearing quality. Furthermore, it can be used for objective validation of the function of cochlear implants. [1]

For measurement and data acquisition of ABRs two types of systems exist. While two-channel systems (without raw-data storage capability) limit online and subsequent data analysis, the multichannel systems are very expensive and thus are not common.

We propose a method for simultaneous stimulation and data acquisition of ABRs using a simple and low-cost amplifier in combination with a multichannel USB soundcard, 192 kHz and a resolution of 24 bit. These parameters are excellent for recording EEG with high temporal and binary resolution.

Methods

A commercial studio soundcard (RME Fireface UC, Heimhausen, Germany) was used for both providing the acoustic stimulus and recording the EEG signals. An acoustic click signal was provided via ear headphones. The stimulation was repeated 1,000 times at the left ear. For recording of EEG signals, a custom amplifier (hardware gain = 10,000) was connected to. The electrodes were placed at M1 and M2 as well as Cz. The Cz signal was referenced to M1 and the patient ground was placed at M2 [2]. For controlling the soundcard a self-developed software was used.

Results

Figure 1 shows the ABR with main components I to VI. The results show that a soundcard is able to present an auditory stimulus and record EEG signals with a sample rate of 192 kHz.

Conclusion

We are able to measure biological signals with a low-cost system. In future works the multichannel acquisition will be used for applying spatial filters and calculate the components of the ABR to improve the diagnostics of neural damages.
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